The Programs for German and Jewish Studies and the Literature Department at the University of California, San Diego present

Edgar Feuchtwanger

Who will discuss his recently published memoir,

**Hitler, My Neighbor**

An eminent historian’s account of the Nazi rise to power from his unique perspective, that of a Jewish boy in Munich, living with Adolf Hitler as his neighbor.

4pm Tuesday, November 21
Department of Literature
Room 155, Literature Building

Watching events unfold from his window, Edgar bore witness to the Night of the Long Knives, the Anschluss, and Kristallnacht. Jews were arrested; his father was imprisoned at Dachau. In 1939 Edgar was sent on his own to England, where he would make a new life, a career, have a family, and try to forget the nightmare of his past—a past that came rushing back when he decided, at the age of eighty-eight, to tell the story of his buried childhood and his infamous neighbor.
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